Products or specifications on the catalog are subject to be changed without notice. Please inquire our sales agents for our latest specifications. We require an acknowledgment of specification documents for product use beyond our specifications, and conditions needing high reliability, such as nuclear reactor control, railroads, aviation, automobile, combustion, medical, amusement, Disaster prevention equipment and etc. Furthermore, we ask you to perform a swift incoming inspection for delivered products and we would also appreciate if full attention is given to the storage conditions of the product.

〈Warranty Period〉
The Warranty period is one year from the date of delivery. The warranty is only applicable to the product itself, not applicable to consumable products such as batteries and etc.

〈Warranty Coverage〉
If any malfunctions should occur due to our fault, NIDEC COPAL ELECTRONICS warrants any part of our product within one year from the date of delivery by repair or replacement at free of charge. However, warranty is not applicable if the causes of defect should result from the following conditions:

- Failure or damages caused by inappropriate use, inappropriate conditions, and inappropriate handling.
- Failure or damages caused by modifications, adjustment, or repair.
- Failure or damage caused by technically and scientifically unpredictable factors.
- Failure or damage caused by natural disaster, fire or unavoidable factors.